Bipolar Dislocation of Left Shoulder and Left Elbow: 
(Luxatio Erecta+Posterior Dislocation of Elbow) 
(A Case Report)

Abstract
This is a report on simultaneous dislocation of the left shoulder and elbow resulting in a 16 years old boy. Bipolar dislocation of Luxatio Erecta and posterior dislocation of the elbow is extremely rare. After clinical examinations (attention to pain, swelling, and deformity of the shoulder and elbow joints and neurovascular examinations), the necessary radiography was performed for the patient at the level of his tolerance: AP of the shoulder and side imaging of the elbow. Closed reduction was carried out with emergency maneuvers, followed by physiotherapy. Good result was obtained in the 6 weeks follow-up the examination of the adjacent joints of a dislocated limb is an important issue and must be emphasized.
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Introduction
Shoulder dislocations are among the most common types of articular dislocations. While anterior dislocation is the most common type of shoulder dislocation, some patients present with posterior or inferior shoulder dislocation (1-3), 95% of which occur due to traumatic events (4, 5). The elbow is the second most commonly dislocated joint after the shoulder (6), and more than 90% of elbow dislocations are posterolateral. In addition, all shoulder and elbow dislocations require closed reduction. Despite the high incidence rate of these types of dislocation, their concomitant occurrence is extremely rare and often due to a high and severe force. This bipolar dislocation has been pointed out in several studies, all of which showed the anterior dislocation of the shoulder. A primary mechanism for the vertical dislocation of the shoulder is the direct axial force and indirect excessive shoulder abduction. Moreover, the classical mechanism for elbow dislocation is a direct axial force along with supination and valgus force. The common axial force in these types of dislocation might be the reason for bipolar dislocation of these joints (7-10). To the best of our knowledge, no such case has been reported in the literature. Therefore, we aimed to evaluate a case of bipolar dislocation of Luxatio Erecta (inferior dislocation of the shoulder) and posterolateral elbow.

Case Report
On May 17th, 2018, a 16-year-old male patient was transferred to the emergency department of Imam Shariati Hospital of Tehran, Iran after falling from a height of three meters and landing with hands, which led to severe pain and deformity of the left shoulder and elbow. During the examination, the limb was in full abduction (hand up dislocation), and there were shoulder and elbow swelling and deformity. However, the sensory and nerve
examination and pulse in the left upper limb were normal. In addition, AP elbow and lateral shoulder radiography were not performed for the patient due to his severe pain. In the radiographs taken from the patient, the inferior dislocation of the shoulder (Luxatio Erecta) (Figure 1) along with posterolateral dislocation of the elbow was observed.

Figure 1. AP view of inferior dislocation of the left shoulder

Figure 2. Side view of posterolateral elbow dislocation

Figure 2 shows the profile view of posterolateral elbow dislocation. However, the AP view of the elbow was not obtained due to a lack of tolerance of patient in the position. After obtaining the informed consent from the patient and his companions and explaining the possible complications of shoulder and elbow dislocation, the patient was transferred to the orthopedic operating room. After the administration of anesthesia, closed reduction was performed, and the arm was placed in a sling. One day after the operation, the patient was discharged in good general health and with normal neurovascular status. After three weeks of limb immobilization in a sling, the patient referred for another visit and underwent radiography for follow-up (figures 3 & 4). Three weeks after the reduction, swelling and pain in patient's hands completely disappeared and his shoulder and elbow had a normal range of motion.
Six weeks after the reduction, the patient referred for follow-up, which showed no swelling, pain or reduction of range of motion. In addition, the patient was completely satisfied with the surgery. Consent with the case report in the journal was obtained by the patient, and photographs were taken from the subject during treatment (Figure 5).

**Figure 4. Front and side view of the shoulder after reduction**

**Figure 5. Images of the patient six weeks after a reduction**

### Discussion

Bipolar dislocation of Luxatio Erecta and posterolateral elbow is extremely rare, and no similar case has been observed in other studies. This type of dislocation occurs mainly due to severe trauma and require timely diagnosis and immediate intervention. In this regard, the neurovascular examination must be carried out before and after surgery. Reduction and immobilization are effective in the healing of this condition. The arm involved is placed in a sling to immobilize the limb. A primary mechanism for the vertical dislocation of the shoulder is the direct axial force and indirect excessive shoulder abduction. Moreover, the classical mechanism for elbow dislocation is a direct axial force along with supination and valgus force. The force applied in both dislocations is similar, which could justify the bipolar dislocation of the two joints. In a study by Ali et al. (1998), a 33-year-old overweight woman, was referred to the hospital emergency department, was presented with pain in the left elbow and a clear deformity in favor of the problem, which was confirmed by imaging. While radiography showed a posterior elbow dislocation along with radial head fracture, the patient did not complain of shoulder pain. Nevertheless, posterior dislocation in the left shoulder was observed in the radiography. Both of these dislocations were reduced after general anesthesia (8). In another case report, Songahir et al. (2018) described a 43-year-old male with a fracture and dislocation of the right shoulder and elbow. Examinations revealed anteromedial shoulder dislocation and posterolateral elbow dislocation. Reduction and physiotherapy were carried out for the patient, associated with the patient’s recovery(11). Two out of three patients presented were obese (8,12), and our patient had an inferior shoulder dislocation along with simultaneous posterolateral elbow dislocation without any fracture. However, this condition
was associated with a fracture in other studies. One of the major drawbacks of this study was the lack of ability to place the patient in a proper position for radiography.
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